Leading Dermatologist promises relief for thousands.

“This will end your
psoriasis skin problems
in just hours.”

Dr. Christopher Simon, M.D.
Dermatologist

New PsoriAway is proven to help relieve your
inflamed, red, itchy and scaly skin on contact.
Guaranteed to work for you FAST or it costs nothing.
By Matt Davies, Health Reporter
SPECIAL -- Dr. Christopher Simon, M.D., a
leading dermatologist announces a breakthrough
in the treatment of psoriasis and skin problems
called PsoriAway.
According to Dr. Simon, new PsoriAway is a
revolutionary natural lotion that relieves and controls psoriasis skin symptoms on contact.
In fact, Dr. Simon promises that you will see
and feel a dramatic difference in only days. As
Dr. Simon puts it, “If you try PsoriAway, it will
end your psoriasis skin problems in just hours.”
Natural formula proven to work
when nothing else does.
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“I know there’s no cure for psoriasis.
However, PsoriAway has been very useful to my wife. It is particular good for
scalp lesions and resistant lesions on the
skin over joints. I recommend that both patients
and physicians add it as a treatment.” - Keith
Waterhouse, M.D.

Repeated testing shows that PsoriAway
instantly relieves itching and redness. Plus it
immediately starts to control flaking and scaling
of dry skin.

“Many repeat customers have described
to us how PsoriAway has helped their
condition. We definitely recommend
PsoriAway to any person suffering from psoriasis.” - John & Nancy Wojcik, Pharmacists

Dr. Simon explained that natural PsoriAway
works its soothing and healing magic on red,
itchy skin with a powerful dual action.

No more expensive prescriptions or steroids.
No more acids or alcohol.

First, a super-effective organic moisturizer
penetrates the scaly outer layers of your skin to
remove the dead, flaky skin. Then PsoriAway
delivers powerful healing compounds deep into
your lower skin layers, leaving your skin soft and
smooth in only days.
Doctors and patients rave about PsoriAway.
“PsoriAway has been tested by myself
and other dermatologists in medical
offices and nursing homes with amazing
and immediate success!”
-- Dr.
Christopher Simon, M.D.
“I have used PsoriAway on severe
Psoriasis patients at both nursing homes
and the Neighborhood Clinic. My experience with this new product been excellent.” - Dr. Robert Tober, M.D., FACEP

Unlike expensive prescriptions and dangerous
steroids, PsoriAway is FDA approved for use
without a prescription. And
PsoriAway is unique because
it provides fast, lasting relief
without salicylic acid or alcohol, both of which can dry the
already fragile skin.
Call now for your
guaranteed, risk-free trial.
Remember, you’ll see a
dramatic difference in just
hours or it costs you nothing!
Call now for your no-risk
supply of PsoriAway to help
end your painful skin condition and look your best.
Satisfaction guaranteed or it
costs you nothing. Call now.

“I have used PsoriAway with great success. I have been able to supply it to a
number of patients with Psoriasis.
Each of the patients had high Call Now for your
RISK-FREE trial!

1-800-541-9701

